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Technical Requirements - Landscapes No. 3

For the first performance the following electronic equipment was used:

- Four AKG condenser microphones: two aimed to capture primarily the metal plates and two to capture primarily the timpani
Note: two condenser microphones may be used capturing both timpani and metal plates on adjacent sides of the setup

- Mac 10.7.5 running: 
MAX/MSP 6.1.8 with CLEF (CIRMMT Live Electronics Framework)1.0.6

- TC Near Studio Konnekt 48 audio interface
- Compressor built into TC Near software modifying live input
- 1 Logidy UMI3 foot trigger connected by USB to Fireface interface

Note: Though this pedal has three switches only one was used in performance. To step through events controller number 64 value 127 triggers the next event. For rehearsal the other two switches were useful to trigger init 
and step back an event.

- 7.1 surround sound system

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
1) Download CLEF 1.0.6 or the latest version from Marlon Schumacher
2) Download OSC Route
3) Download Umi3.app from the logidy website
4) Download any necessary drivers for TC Near or other sound devices
5) Open MAX/MSP and go to Options --> File Preferences. Put the folders LandscapesNo3Patch, clef_1.0.6, and OSC-route into MAX's search path.

PATCH SETUP INSTRUCTIONS
1) Load the patch LandscapesNo3.maxpat with MAX
2) Go to Project --> Open and open LandscapesNo3.clef. This will prompt a series of questions which you answer in the positive.

AUDIO SETUP INSTRUCTIONS
1) Go to TC Near control panel and load Colin1
2) Go to menu Options --> DSP Status and set MAX's output to TC Near

PATCH INSTRUCTIONS
1) Fire the button above LOAD-PRESETS. Check at least 1 storagewindow to check it has properly loaded.
2) Fire the button above PRELOAD-STEREO-FILES
3) Have performer trigger INIT. If he/she cannot, reload UMI Landscapes-UMI-FootTrigger.um3.
4) Do stereoplayer check. If the left module displays green, set play to 0.
5) Check MAX window for serious problems
6) Give THUMBS UP to performer!
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